original liner notes 

Earth Rot II: Music for Iceland
 
A Musical Comment On The State Of The Environment in Iceland
 
ALL PROCEEDS FROM SALES OF THIS ALBUM WILL GO TO AUDLIND NATURE FUND http://www.audlind.org/audlinde/
 
About The Album
 
In 1970, on the first ever Earth Day, David Axelrod released the album Earth Rot, subtitled "A Musical Comment On The State Of The Environment." Part call to action, part unprecedented musical experimentation, Axelrod lamented the direction of the global ecological condition, fusing several genres to create an at once unique and yet somehow traditional piece of sonic and cultural real estate, right at the dawn of the modern US environmental movement.
 
Since then, Iceland, the country this album was inspired by and written for, has only seen an increased susceptibility to the environmental impacts Axelrod was concerned with. Able to essentially skip the industrial revolution without exploiting its own natural resources, she's been able to reach the same standard of living as her industrialized neighbors, through grassroots ingenuity, a venerable work ethic and fierce independence. But as is often the case, shiny carrots like the "lowest energy prices" and potentially inexpensive land acquisition have attracted some dubious interests. For example, one recently constructed industrial facility in the country uses as much energy as a city of 1 million people (for comparison, the entire population of Iceland is around 320,000) and produces as much CO2 as 200,000 cars. The country's unique wilderness, with its unstable volcanic exterior that keeps regularly buried ancient elements right on her surface, is part of its national heritage, and this sort of destructive potential on her wetlands and wildlife is not a positive. As Icelandic author and Nobel laureate Halldor Laxness wrote in his masterful essay "The War Against The Land" the same year Axelrod released Earth Rot, some industrial planning is, by virtue, "(going) to war with everything that draws breath in Iceland."
 
After a brief and mesmerizing visit in 2007, my initial desire was to compose a musical love letter to Iceland and its many mysteries. The more I discovered about her unpredictable natural forces; its wilderness recovering from mass destruction of vegetation, but still stubbornly forging its own design within the moss and mists and mountains; the more I aimed to combine my research with my music. Iceland had become a hybrid of so many gorgeous things over the last half of the 20th century and I wanted to understand what obscured and perhaps intangible runes I had experienced during my brief time there. 
 
Throughout the Icelandic financial crisis, I became aware of some precarious activities taking their toll on the Icelandic environment. It became clear that Iceland's powerful but fragile layers were being exploited, and that like much of the rest of the globe, Iceland could not avoid the squanderist attitude that nature would just continue to recover, no matter what. Of course a multitude of environmental matters had long been part of Iceland's history, with debates over soil conservation going back centuries. But preservation efforts had clearly been galvanized by the huge push behind the "biggest dream" efforts to industrialize the rivers and highlands; a push made seemingly more tempting to Icelandic residents by the financial crisis itself.
 
As all of this was coming together for me, I found David Axelrod's Earth Rot. I was blown away at the sheer ambitiousness of his concept, and on repeated listens, realized that the place my inspiration was coming from more than 40 years later had a distinguishing kinship with his record; maybe even enough to warrant an (unsolicited) sequel.
 
So Earth Rot II: Music For Iceland sort of arrived like surprise tephra in my mind's imagination bucket, piece by strange piece. You won't find throat-jam message music here; this is primarily an expression. I wouldn't have the audacity to suggest that as an American who has only ever visited Iceland, I could cohesively prescribe solutions to the problems at hand, or even that I grasp the complexity of them with a level of expertise. If you're looking for that - it's out there, but not in here. And I don't want to mislead anyone either - this record sounds almost nothing like its predecessor, nor does it touch the level of genius on display in Axelrod's original complex work. 
 
But in my simplistic terms, I do know we must tread lightly when making ecological footprints in Iceland, if she is to maintain her glorious scape. And like Axelrod's record, there are warnings and signs in this music. Of course, I certainly hope that the future of Iceland's nature can be touched in some small positive way by this humble attempt at something both she and Axelrod have inspired (which is why the proceeds from the sale of this album will go to the Audlind Nature Fund.) But at heart, this music is a love letter to the only truly magical place I have ever been.
 
A place that must be preserved.
 
- Toss Power Traps
2012
 
 
Track Listing
 
We Are The Warnings
1. Behind These Two Hills Here
2. Earth Rot II
3. Aluminium Smelter v. Hallgrimur's Klais
4. Audun, Let The Bear Roam Free
5. Even Vatnajokull Can Melt (Ragnarok)
 
We Are The Signs
6. Volcano Patience
7. Bassaltaurorica
8. Don't Fuck With Gullfoss
9. Ferry To The Arctic Circle
10. The Portal At Grimsey
 
 
About the Audlind Nature Fund
 
Guiding light:
Neither the land nor the waters will be spoilt by contaminating or destructive activities.
 
Principal goal:
To strive for the protection and conservation of the quality of land and water in Iceland.
 
Keystones:
Trust – responsibility – care – respect.
 
Audlind Nature Fund was formally established on 1. December 2008. The fund operates according to the Icelandic law for funds and foundations established with a certified charter, number 19/1988. Contributions to the fund are deductible from taxable income for legal entities and individuals, in line with Icelandic tax code item 483/1994. 
 
Icelandic identification code of Audlind: 580408-0440
Audlind bank account: 0325-13-301930
 
To learn more please visit http://www.audlind.org/audlinde/
 
 
About Toss Power Traps
Toss Power Traps is musician/composer Brendan Coon.
Brendan co-wrote and sang on "Forest Green Oh Forest Green," the first single from Holly Miranda's 2010 XL release "The Magicians Private Library." He formed and ran a rock band called Ludlow Lions in the aughts, who self-released their self-titled EP and a full-length called "No Stories," and both received positive reviews. Brendan has played guitar in bands like Iran, and drums in bands like Joy By Proxy. He has been writing and playing music for most of his life, but he is more excited about "Earth Rot II" than anything he's done previously. By day he works diligently in the non-profit world in Boston, MA. And you can ask his parents - this Massachusetts native is a natural born Iceland enthusiast, who knew that the capital of Iceland was Reykjavik before he was 5.

 
About this Release



Conceived, composed and played by Toss Power Traps
Mixed by Alex Lipsen
Mastered by Lawrence English
Photos by Nicole Guerra Coon
Design by Kyle Fortin
Mixing Intern was Tommy Van Stockum

All songs © 2013 Quabbin Parish (ASCAP) All Rights Reserved.
 
The Audlind Nature Fund Manager is Ragnhildur Sigurðardóttir
 
Sincere thanks to Alex Lipsen and everyone at the late great Headgear Recording Studios; Lawrence English; Ragnhildur Sigurðardóttir, Ívar Kristjánsson, Þröstur Ólafsson, Jóhann Ísbergand and everyone at the Audlind Nature Fund; Kyle Fortin; and my impressively supportive and inspiring family and friends, especially my two amazing parents Joan and Walter, and extra especially, my extremely receptive and patient wife Nicole and my incandescent son Otis.
 
This record is dedicated to David Axelrod, and the late Guðmundur Páll Ólafsson.

